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Xenon100

HAVE WE PUT TOO MUCH EFFORT 
INTO THE WEAK SCALE?

(AN ALLEGORY)

but where’s the new physics?

An amazing achievement

30 years ago
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THE DANGERS OF AN 
IMBALANCED WORKOUT
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LIMITATIONS OF DIRECT DETECTION

?  ?
Xenon100

CRESST-I
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nucleus

LDM

Nuclear scattering transfers only ~(mDM/mN) of energy
(no ionization, sub-eV phonon energy: undetectable)
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nucleus

electron

LDM

Energy available ≈ eV (mDM/MeV)
Electron scattering can transfer most of energy

(ionizes an electron) 
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Strategy:

Search for DM scattering with electrons

Signal is a single (or a few) ionized 
electrons

Sensitivity down to MeV scale

“Direct Detection of Sub-GeV Dark Matter”
Essig, Mardon & Volansky

arXiv:1108.5383
see also Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran & Walters 1203.2531
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Standard 
Model

Dark
Sector

High-scale physics

VARIETIES OF SUB-GEV DM

Standard 
Model

Dark
Sector

(an illustrative example)

High-scale physics
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VARIETIES OF SUB-GEV DM

Light Mediator

(an illustrative example)

Standard 
Model

light
DM

Low-energy effective theory

See e.g. 1108.5383, 1111.0293, 1112.0493, 
1203.2531, 1203.4854, 1302.3898

small coupling
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BENCHMARK MODELS
DM coupled to a hidden photon 
mediator (aka A’ boson)

A: hidden photon mass ~ 10 MeV
B: hidden photon mass << keV

e.g. Essig et al 1108.5383, Lin et al 1111.0293, Chu et al 1112.0493
Hall et al 0911.1120

DM DM

e- e-

dipole moment

photon

DM DM

e- e-

kinetic mixing

photon

hidden
photon

DM with an electric or magnetic 
dipole moment

Sigurdson et al Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 083501 + Erratum-ibid.
Graham et al 1203.2531
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BENCHMARKS: ABUNDANCE
Basic freeze-out ruled out by CMB for DM lighter than 10 GeV

e.g. Galli et al 0905.0003
Giesen et al 1209.0247

Hidden photon mass ~ 10 MeV: Asymmetric
Essig, JM & Volansky 1108.5383

Lin, Yu & Zurek 1111.0293  

Hidden photon mass << keV: Freeze-In
Hall et al 0911.1120

Essig, JM & Volansky 1108.5383
(but see also An, Pospelov & Pradler 1304.3461)

MDM/EDM: generically overabundance problem
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XENON10:
- Incredible sensitivity: could measure single electrons
-Hardware trigger only recorded single electrons 
during a 15 kg-day exp. in 2006

PROOF OF PRINCIPLE: XENON10

“A search for light dark matter in XENON10 data”
1104.3088

3

in the most conservative exclusion limits based on avail-
able data and theoretical considerations, and is consis-
tent with our neutron calibration data [32]. However,
it is in tension with the measurements of Ref. [18] be-
low ⇠ 7 keV. As discussed in [35], the rising measured
Q

y

values in this regime could be influenced by trigger
threshold bias.
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FIG. 2. The electron yield Qy of liquid xenon for nuclear re-
coils. Theoretical curves (solid and dashed) were calculated
following [28], as described in the text. Also showing mea-
surements from [18] (F), [31] (# and ⌅, uncertainty omitted
for clarity), and [32] (dash-dot curve, with ±1� contours).

We report results from a 12.5 live day exposure of the
XENON10 detector, obtained between August 23 and
September 14, 2006. This data set is distinct from the
previously reported [15–17] dark matter search data. The
di↵erence is that the present data was obtained with the
S2-sensitive trigger threshold set at the level of a single
electron.

Event selection criteria, which are summarized in Ta-
ble I, were applied as follows. A radial position r < 3 cm
was required. This central region features optimal self-
shielding by the surrounding xenon target. Discrimina-
tion of events with excessive single electron S2 noise was
obtained with a signal-to-noise cut, that required the pri-
mary pulse to represent at least 0.45 of the total area
of the event record. The energy dependence of this cut
rises monotonically from 0.94 to > 0.99 between 1.4 keV
and 10 keV. Valid single scatter events were required to
have only a single S2 pulse of size > 4 electrons. Events
in which an S1 signal was found were required to have
log10(S2/S1) within the ±3� band for elastic single scat-
ter nuclear recoils. This band was determined from the
neutron calibration data, and has been reported in a pre-
vious article [15]. Events in which no S1 signal was found
were assumed to be low-energy nuclear recoil candidates
and were retained.

TABLE I. Summary of cuts applied to 15 kg-days of dark
matter search data, corresponding acceptance for nuclear re-
coils "c and number of events remaining in the range 1.4 <
Enr  10 keV.

Cut description "c Nevts

1. event localization r < 3 cm 1.00a 125

2. signal-to-noise > 0.94 57

3. single scatter (single S2) > 0.99 37

4. ±3� nuclear recoil band > 0.99 22

5. edge (in z) event rejection 0.41b 7
a limits e↵ective target mass to 1.2 kg
b di↵erential acceptance shown in Fig. 1
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FIG. 3. (left panel) All candidate dark matter events re-
maining (⇥ and #) after the first four cuts listed in Table
I. The fifth cut is indicated by the shaded region. Events in
which an S1 was found are shown as #. The corresponding
number of electrons in the S2 signal is indicated by the inset
scale. (right panel) S2 pulse width distributions for single
scatter nuclear recoils in the top, middle and bottom third of
the detector.

The remaining events in the lowest-energy region are
shown in Fig. 3 versus their S2 pulse width �

e

. The
equivalent number of electrons is indicated by the inset
scale. A large background population of single electron
events is observed. The exact origin of this population
is uncertain, although it has been conjectured to arise
from photon scattering on impurities in the xenon [36].
Events in which an S1 signal was observed are indicated
by a circle.

We use �

e

to discriminate events in the center of the
active target from those near the top or bottom. The
right panel of Fig. 3 shows the width profiles of nuclear
recoils with known �t for three populations, defined on
the intervals 0 < z  5 cm, 5 < z  10 cm and 10 <

z  15 cm. Gaussian fits are shown to guide the eye.

number of ionized electrons

single/few-
electron events

(background events)
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Extracting limits on 1-, 2-, and 3-electron rates:
(skipping many important details...)

at 90% CL

PROOF OF PRINCIPLE: XENON10

            R1 < 39
 limits:   R2 <  4.7   counts per kg-day
            R3 < 1.1

 limits on
DM--electron 

scattering

DM--electron 
interaction

(skipping details of 
calculation...)

Essig, Manalaysay, JM, Sorensen & Volansky. 1206.2644
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PROOF OF PRINCIPLE: XENON10
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“First Direct Detection Limits on sub-GeV DM”
Essig, Manalaysay, Mardon, Sorensen & Volansky

arXiv:1206.2644
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HOW DOES THIS COMPARE TO BENCHMARKS?
(PREVIOUSLY ALLOWED REGIONS ARE SHADED)
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Essig, Manalaysay, Mardon, Sorensen & Volansky. 1206.2644

DM coupled
via a                

hidden photon
(mass~10 MeV)

DM coupled
via an         
ultra-light 
hidden photon
(mass<< keV)

DM with an 
electric dipole 
moment
(d< TeV-1)

DM with a 
magnetic dipole 

moment
(µ<TeV-1)

different momentum-dependence of DM coupling
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DM with an 
electric dipole 
moment
(d< TeV-1)

DM with a 
magnetic dipole 

moment
(µ<TeV-1)

different momentum-dependence of DM coupling

HOW DOES THIS COMPARE TO BENCHMARKS?
(PREVIOUSLY ALLOWED REGIONS ARE SHADED)

DM coupled
via a                

hidden photon
(mass~10 MeV)

DM coupled
via an         
ultra-light 
hidden photon
(mass<< keV)

This is just a proof of principle
(with a lucky, small dataset)
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WHAT 
NEXT?

Xenon100 & 
LUX

coming soon

Dedicated 
background 

study

Dual phase xenon
- Xenon100 study underway
- LUX coming soon
- needs low trigger thresholds!

1st priority is backgrounds
- what causes them?
- how can they be reduced?

Xenon100 S2 trigger:

photoelectrons

Aprile, DarkAttack 2012

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

20%

40%
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80%

100%

S2 electrons

electrons (estimated)
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WHAT 
NEXT?

Xenon100 & 
LUX

coming soon

Semiconductor 
detectors

lower thresholds

Dedicated 
background 

study

Semiconductor detectors
- lower threshold (~1eV)

- technology being developed 
by CDMS and DAMIC

- lower backgrounds?
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Essig, Mardon & Volansky. 1108.5383
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WHAT 
NEXT?

Xenon100 & 
LUX

coming soon

Semiconductor 
detectors

lower thresholds
Modulation 

analysis

Dedicated 
background 

study

Making a discovery
- no way to discriminate signal events from background events(?)

- there’s always annual modulation
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Event 
rate =

free
cross-section x

atomic 
form-factor x

secondary scattering 
probability

semi-
empirical 

model

WHAT 
NEXT?

Xenon100 & 
LUX

coming soon

Semiconductor 
detectors

lower thresholds
Modulation 

analysis

Dedicated 
background 

study

particle 
physics

atomic 
quantum 

mechanics

Improved rate 
calculations

- current error O(1) (not O(10))
- biggest uncertainty is in size of S2

- can this be calibrated experimentally?
Wednesday, April 17, 13



Dedicated experiment?
New ideas?

... e.g. molecular dissociation
- detect nuclear recoil with ~eV threshold

- could this ever be detected?
- with T. Volansky, R. Essig & others

WHAT 
NEXT?

Xenon100 & 
LUX

coming soon

Semiconductor 
detectors

lower thresholds
Modulation 

analysis

SOMETHING 
NEW?

Dedicated 
background 

study

Improved rate 
calculations
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CONCLUSION
We may have paid too much attention to the 
Weak scale and WIMP DM

Direct detection can probe DM masses down to 
the MeV scale via electron scattering

Need to understand and reduce backgrounds
XENON100 study underway
LUX coming soon

New single-electron detectors?
CDMS & DAMIC

There’s room for new ideas!
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BACK UP SLIDES
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

SUB-GEV DARK MATTER
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH SUB-GEV DM
Warm DM?

- too light --- moves too fast --- washes out small-scale structure
- typically only a problem for masses below ~10keV

Self-interactions?
- lighter DM --- more numerous --- more self scattering
- In conflict with e.g. Bullet Cluster and halo ellipticity

Markevich et.al. 2003
Miralda-Escude 2000
Feng et.al. 0905.3039

- constrains couplings for DM lighter than ~GeV
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH SUB-GEV DM
Annihilation distorts CMB

- DM annihilation into EM-interacting particles delays 
recombination

- would be observable in CMB
Galli et.al. 0905.0003

 

Standard freeze-out is ruled out below ~10 GeV

4

FIG. 4: Constraints on the self-annihilation cross-section at
recombination (!v)zr

times the gas–shower coupling param-
eter f . The dark blue area is already excluded by WMAP5
data, whereas the more stringent limit (dashed area) refers to
the constraints which will be possible to apply with Planck.
The light blue area is the zone ultimately allowed to probe by
a cosmic variance limited experiment with angular resolution
comparable to Planck.

in the cosmomc package. We use a cosmic age top-hat
prior as 10 Gyr ! t0 ! 20 Gyr. We include the five-year
WMAP data [1] (temperature and polarization) with
the routine for computing the likelihood supplied by the
WMAP team (we will refer to this analysis as WMAP5).

IV. RESULTS

Using the WMAP-5 dataset and applying the analysis
method described in the previous section, we found an
upper limit pann < 2.0" 10!6 m3/s/kg at 95% c.l., with
no indications for modified recombination in agreement
with previous and similar analyses. The implications of
this limit are discussed in the next section. While we de-
tect only an upper limit it is interesting, from a cosmo-
logical point of view, to investigate the possible impact
of this parameter on the estimation of other parameters
as the baryon density !b, the cold dark matter density
!c and the scalar spectral index nS . In Figure 3 we plot
the 1-D likelihood distributions for these three parame-
ters derived assuming the standard case (i.e. pann = 0)
and letting this parameter to vary freely. As we can see,
including pann into the analysis changes the constraints
of !b = 0.0228 ± 0.0006 and ns = 0.965 ± 0.014 (ob-
tained in the standard case) to !b = 0.0230± 0.0006 and
ns = 0.977± 0.018. The cosmological constraints on the
cold dark matter density are on the contrary not a!ected
by the inclusion of pann.

With the advent of the Planck satellite mission, it is in-
teresting to forecast to what extent the above limit will be
improved by this mission. We have therefore forecasted

future constraints on pann assuming simulated Planck
mock data with a fiducial model given by the best fit
WMAP5 model (with standard recombination) and ex-
perimental noise described by (see [23]):

N! =

!

w!1/2

µK-rad

"2

exp

#

"("+ 1)(#FWHM/rad)2

8 ln 2

$

, (12)

with w!1/2 = 63µK as the temperature noise level (we
consider a factor

#
2 larger for polarization noise) and

#FWHM = 7" for the beam size. We take fsky = 0.65
as sky coverage. We found that the Planck mission in
the configuration described above will have the ability of
placing a constraint of pann < 1.5"10!7 m3/s/kg at 95%
c.l.

It is also interesting to investigate the ultimate ability
of cosmology to place constraints on pann. We have there-
fore repeated the analysis with an ideal Cosmic Variance
Limited experiment with resolution up to "max = 2500.
In this case we found pann < 5.0" 10!8 m3/s/kg at 95%
c.l.

These constraints are summarized in fig. 4, where we
show the allowed values of f$$v% as a function of the
WIMP mass m", for the di!erent experiments described
above. These results place useful constraints on the DM
annihilation cross-section at very small relative velocity.
This is particularly important for models with a large
“Sommerfeld enhancement” (SE), a non-perturbative ef-
fect arising from the distortion of the wave functions
of the two annihilating particles, due to the exchange
of Coulomb-like forces mediated by (possibly new) force
carriers [24]. The interest in these models arises from the
fact that larger-than-thermal annihilation cross-section
are required if one wants to explain the the rise in the
electron and positron spectra observed by PAMELA and
ATIC in terms of DM annihilation (see e.g. the discus-
sion in Ref. [25]). We briefly recall here the basics of the
SE. For two DM particles undergoing s-wave annihila-
tion, the wave function in the non-relativistic limit obeys
the Schrödinger equation

%""(r) & m"V (r)%(r) + m2
"&

2%(r) = 0 (13)

In the limit where the mass of the carrier and the relative
velocity of DM particles are small, it is easy to find an
analytic approximation to the SE

S(&) =
'(

&
[1 & exp!#$/% ] (14)

which exhibits the S ' 1/& behaviour that we mentioned
in the introduction. Interestingly, a full calculation shows
that the true solution saturates at & ' m&/m", and it
actually develops resonances, that lead to very large SE
for specific combinations of masses m& and m", and the
coupling '. In order to compare the constraints on pann

obtained from the analysis of CMB data with theoreti-
cal models, we have numerically integrated equation 13,
assuming a Yukawa potential V (r) = & exp[&m&r]'/r

standard freeze-out
cross-section

Wednesday, April 17, 13



Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH SUB-GEV DM
Abundance:

• Asymmetric DM
- e.g. SUSY (at some scale) + inflation + accidental symmetry

--> generic matter asymmetry
Dine, Randall & Thomas 1995

• Freeze-in
Hall et.al. 0911.1120

• Freeze out within hidden sector
Feng & Kumar 0803.4196 
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VARIETIES OF SUB-GEV DM
Contact interactions

- e.g. 

Constrained by LEP 
(gamma + M.E.)

Fox et al 1103.0240

��µ� e�µe

⇤2

Light mediator exchange

- light hidden photon
- the photon
- axion / pseudo-NGB

Not well constrained by 
LEP

m
mediator

⌧ O(100GeV)

LEP

me-suppressed

⇤ > O(500GeV)
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HIDDEN PHOTON MODELS
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

HIDDEN PHOTON MODELS

Jaeckel & Ringwald, 1002.0329
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

OTHER POSSIBLE SIGNALS?
Scattering with electrons

atomic exitation

individual photons?
- single-photon detection is 

currently far too noisy

Scattering with nuclei in molecules

break molecular binding energy

    collect individual ions?
- could probe nuclear coupling as well as electron coupling
- technology hasn’t even been imagined yet

Ionization
            let deposited

energy
thermalize

phonons?
- may reach phonon thresholds 

of ~10s of eV in Germanium
Formaggio et.al.: 1107.3512
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

Understanding the events
- study single electrons seen in other 

event records
- Monte Carlo simulation of trigger 

efficiency
- produce 90% CL upper limits on 

1-, 2- and 3-electron rates

Understanding the events

SINGLE ELECTRON EVENTS IN XENON10
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CALCULATING RATES
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Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

CALCULATING EVENT RATES

Microscopic 
interaction with 

electron

Binding effects

Secondary scattering/ 
detector response

Event rate

DM model

particle 
physics

atomic 
quantum 

mechanics

semi-
empirical 

model

Cross section to 
ionize electron from 

single atom

Secondary scattering/ 
detector response

Event rate

DM model

Event rate

DM model

? approximation

Essig, Mardon & Volansky. 1108.5383
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CALCULATING EVENT RATES

Microscopic 
interaction with 

electron

Binding effects

Secondary scattering/ 
detector response

Event rate

DM model particle physics

parametrize theory with:

  cross-section to scatter
        with a free electron:

and

  “DM form-factor”
  containing q-dependence
  of microscopic interaction:

�e

FDM(q)
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DM model atomic quantum mechanics
typical atomic form factor
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DM model semi-empirical model

How many electrons do we see?

- It’s complicated...

- Use probabilistic model to distribute the recoil 
energy between electrons (which we see) and 
photons/heat (which we don’t)

- O(1) uncertainty --- but not O(10)!

- good enough for now
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